TRENDING IN TRIALS
Essential Information for Principal Investigators at UAB

LATEST UPDATES

Don’t Miss Important Research Updates & Information: The UAB Research Administrators Forum is today, December 1st at 3pm and the CCTS Lunch & Learn is December 14th at 11:30 am.

Streamlined Process Underway to Launch Studies Faster: Now your study team submits information to OnCore Calendar Services (OCS), Clinical Billing Review (CBR), and the Center for Clinical and Translational Science (CCTS) via a new single electronic submission, reducing the administrative burden for study teams.

CBR-CCTS-OCS Submission Form Questions? Contact the clinical review billing team.

Measure Impact with Dimensions Analytics Tool: This tool provides information on funded grants, publications, clinical trials, patents, and policy documents. It also enables researchers to measure their research impact and identify collaborators.

Try this new tool here or check out the guide to help in using Dimensions.

Thank you for reading,
UAB Clinical Trials Administration Committee (CTAC)

Do you have news or updates to share with the clinical trials community at UAB? Send us an email!